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Masstown to get new Roundabout
By Maurice Rees

Masstown Market has
been delayed for the past
two years from constructing new facilities across
the road adjacent to
Masstown
Petro-Can,
because the Department
of Transportation required
a transportation study and
then announced the company would be required to
build two additional turning lanes on Highway #2.

Masstown Market’s work,
to be undertaken this summer will involve widening
the road between the market at the gas station to
add turning lanes and to
stagger driveways.
In the provincial capital
budget announced on
January 25th it was
revealed Department of
Transportation
and
Infrastructure will build a
roundabout in the area of

intersection of Highway#2,
Route 4 and the ramps
from Hwy 104 at Exit 12.
Details are sketchy, but
If tenders are called soon,
there is a possibility construction could start this
summer. The series of
intersections have seen
several accidents in recent
years. District 10 councillor, Tom Taggart has
pressed for traffic lights on
several occasions, but at

that time TIR officials said
the intersections were
okay and lights were not
needed.
Taggart’s persistence
shows that he had
accessed the situation correctly and something
should be done. Traffic
lights would have been a
less expensive fix, but he,
at least, had the perception there was a problem.

Skaters, Marilyn Hutt and Ethan, left, and Cody Selkirk, discuss
the Long John Festival at Family Skating at the Colchester Legion
Stadium. Wear your Long Johns at the adult skate on Tuesday,
February 7th, 10am to 11:30am and get in free. Also free
admission at the adult skate 1:15pm to 2:30pm and family skate
6:30pm to 7:15pm., on Friday February 10th, if you wear your
Long Johns. See the Long John Festival schedule on pages 10 and
11 of this issue of the Shoreline Journal. (D. Brown Photo)

Several staff members from Kohler’s take a moment to pose for a photo with Ray Bourque, the famous Boston Bruins defenceman, who
visiting the plant while in Nova Scotia for a classic hockey game in Windsor. Kohler’s were a sponsor to the event. (Rees Photo)

If you are interested in trivia about the Boston Bruins ask Jack
McBurnie who is pictured here with Ray Bourque. Jack told Ray,
he was a great defenceman, but he wasn’t an “Orr”. Bourque
takes some time to look at some photos of Jack’s displays of
Bruins memoriabilia which decorates Jack’s home. (Rees Photo)

Jack McBurnie got his Bruins sweater autographed and holds his
son’s which was also autographed. Jack was hired in 1986 retiring
after 29 years as a supervisor on the Casement line. He has been
ill for the last few years unable to work and retired during
Bourque’s visit. He’s an avid Bruins fan. Speaking about the day he
said, “It was one of the best days of my life”. (Rees Photo)

Christine Fleming, on left, and Dianne Stanton, sales associates
with Stanfields Factory Outlet can show you the bright colors of
long johns. Their friend, Sally, models the flaming red color just
in time for the Long John Festival.

Need less time in the kitchen…Let us cook dinner tonight!

Our Hot Case features BBQ Chickens, Baked Hams
and a daily selection of hearty home-style casseroles

Our Heat & Serve selection includes seafood pies,
baked beans, casseroles, pizzas and pizza dough.

